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Dielectricbarrier discharges (DBDs) provide a promising technology of generating non-equilibriumcold plasmas in
atmospheric pressure gases. For both application-focused andfundamental studies, it is important to explore the strategy and
the mechanism forenabling effective independent tuning of key plasma parameters in a DBD system.As a developing
innovative technology, the modulation strategy withdual-frequency can effectively enhance plasma properties of
atmosphericpressure DBDs and provide a possible approach to control and optimize the keyplasma parameters, even realize
the separate control of the electron densityand gas temperature. In this work, we report numerical and experimental studiesof
effects of dual-frequency excitation on atmospheric DBDs, and modulation aswell as separate tuning mechanism, with
emphasis on dual-frequency coupling tothe key plasma parameters and discharge evolution. And the feasibility of aseparate
and independent control over some key parameters (i.e. averagedelectron density and gas temperature) by using the
dual-frequency modulationbased on strong nonlinear effects has been demonstrated. It is found that withan appropriately
applied low frequency to the original high frequency, astrong nonlinear coupling between two frequencies governs the process
ofionization and energy deposition into plasma, and thus raises the electrondensity significantly (e.g., three times in this case)
in comparisonswith a single frequency driven DBD system. Nevertheless, the gas temperature,which is mainly determined by
the high frequency discharge, barely changes. Besidesthe remarkable achievements of studies on the plasma parameter
modulation byusing appreciate frequency matching, it is also observed that, with the variationin the ratio of amplitudes of dual
frequency excitations, there exists a strongnonlinear coupling mode of discharge with significant increment of the
averagedelectron density because of the nonlinear synergistic effect that governs theprocess of ionization. Moreover, it is
shown that the phase shift between thedual frequencies also has an influence on the averaged electron temperature andelectron
density. The results have demonstrated the possibility to apply thefrequency, amplitude and phase modulation for realization of
a large operationwindow to optimize the plasma processing in dual-frequency DBD system, whichare of crucial importance for
the further understanding of the duel-frequencymodulated atmospheric pressure DBDs and the promotion of their
associatedapplications directly relevant to several key areas of the plasma technology,namely development and
characterization of various plasma sources,characterization of plasma parameters, and modulation & optimization ofplasma
processing.
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